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ABSTRACT 
 
Space vehicle telemetry requirements have evolved considerably over the past decade.  More and 
more onboard data need to be acquired, not only for purposes of launch vehicle qualification in 
flight, but also for calibrating simulations.  The flexibility required of the architecture has also 
changed the hardware considerably in order to fit into many different configurations without redoing 
the whole equipment development.  EADS-LV accommodates these evolving needs and costs with a 
modular, distributed Telemetry channel architecture.  This uses a single product line to meet the 
various needs ranging from the small launch vehicle to the heavy Ariane 5 vehicles. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
EADS-LV produces a wide variety of space vehicles to meet a variety of needs - from small 
launchers to heavy Ariane 5 satellite launch vehicles. Telemetry requirements have grown 
considerably over the past decade, in terms of the number of measurement channels, variety of 
measurements, and acquisition rate.  All this goes along with a strong demand for modularity to 
control costs and increase reactivity.  EADS-LV’s answer to this demand is organized around a 
modular telemetry channel architecture for acquisition and processing, using onboard equipment 
developed by Insnec, of the Zodiac group. 
 
Today’s architectures make many configurations possible, with: 
 
• One or more main encoders to collect data and downlink it, either by wire in ground testing or by 

RF link in flight. 
• Decentralized encoders to collect launch vehicle data as close as possible to the measurement 

points with widely varied conditioning capacities (voltage, current, bridge or other). 
• One or more transmitters with their antennas. 
• Sensors conditioned by encoders or supplied from onboard power. 
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Heavy Ariane 5 launch vehicle 
 

 
 



 
TYPICAL ARCHITECTURE FOR HEAVY ARIANE 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE 

 
Ariane 5 is a heavy launch vehicle of the 700-ton class (total mass at lift-off) that can place a payload 
of five to ten tons in geostationary orbit, depending on the configuration. 
Ariane 5 has two lateral solid rocket booster stages (EAPs), one central cryogenic stage (EPC), and 
an upper part including the upper stage with storable propellants (EPS), the Vehicle Equipment Bay, 
and the fairing. 
 
The telemetry requirement is covered by a Telemetry Subsystem architecture that accommodates 
spying of the 1553 functional buses, more than a thousand analogue sensors (CZ), and as many status 
channels (TOP).  

 
The Telemetry Subsystem is an integral part of the Launch Vehicle Avionics System.  The heart of 
this system is the Telemetry CPU (UCTM), which collects data from the decentralized signal 
acquisition and conditioning units (UCATs) distributed throughout the stages.  The UCTM has two 
telemetry message coding outputs.  The standard CCSDS message is sent during the flight to two 



transmitters (EMEZ) and a set of aerials (ATM).  The UCTM spies on the two SDC 1553 functional 
buses, which are connected to equipment like the inertial units (SRI), the piloting computers (OBC), 
the piloting electronics (EPE and EPH) and the neutralization remote control (BCS).  The UCTM is 
connected to the decentralized UCATs distributed in the stages, which acquire the measurements 
through “Cannes” PCM buses developed by EADS-LV, with a transmission capacity of 1 Mbits/s.  
Each Cannes bus includes two UCATs to collect data from one launcher zone.  The main 
characteristic of the “Cannes” bus is to ensure the independence of the measurement channels in 
each of the stages. 
During the ground preparation phase, the telemetry content is sent by hardwire link during test 
operations. 
The architecture used in a technological configuration has two UCTMs and an additional set of 
aerials.  This configuration is used when the number of elements to be acquired exceeds the capacity 
of a single UCTM.  The additional UCTM is then placed into the EPC with its transmitters and its 
aerials. 
In Ariane 5, the UCTM is protected against the radiative effects of the environment.  The UCTM has 
two separate channels for acquisition of the 1553 bus and transmission of the telemetry data to the 
ground.  This is done to comply with the redundant duplex architecture of the launch vehicle’s Flight 
Control Subsystem. 
Specialized versions of the UCATs, called UCAFs, are used both to recover the functional data the 
launch vehicle needs and to send these to the 1553 functional buses. 
The UCTM is an integral part of the launch vehicle system, for which it is subscribed to the 1553 
networks during ground tests.  However, at the time the switch is made from ground to vehicle, the 
onboard computers flip the UCTM to spy mode for the flight.  
 



 
 

SMALL LAUNCHER ARCHITECTURE  
 
The architecture on a small launcher is similar to that of Ariane 5, with specific arrangements due to 
the small size or the simpler avionics architecture. 
Small launchers consist of three main stages (EP1, EP2, EP3), a vehicle equipment bay, and fairing.  
With EADS-LV modular telemetry system, streamlined telemetry architecture can be used with 
equipment of the same family as Ariane 5, like the UCTM and UCAT. 
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The UCTM spies on only one 1553 bus.  The telemetry for the functional equipment can be done 
directly by RS 422 links.  The “Cannes” PCM buses are used to dialogue with the UCATs in the 
stages.  The UCTM can retransmit the telemetry data through two standard IRIG 106/96 outputs. 
The UCTM is then a spy on the 1553 bus.  The telemetry is then no longer an integral part of the 
Vehicle Electrical System.  It is there as a temporary system only for purposes of knowledge and 
surveillance, contrary to the Ariane 5 system that integrates telemetry as a subset of its Avionics 
System. 
 

 
DESCRIPTION OF THE UCTM AND UCATS 

 
To ensure the acquisition function for operational and technological measurements, the system uses 
telemetry channels including: 
 
• Transducers that convert physical quantities into electrical signals 
• Remote signal conditioners that adapt the electrical signal to the measurement range at the 

acquisition unit input 
• Acquisition units: 

 UCTM or UCAT modules that can accept several acquisition modules.  The 20-channel MCI 
module converts analogue quantities.  There is also a 20-channel “RMS” filtering module, 
and an 80-channel TOP module to acquire state data. 
 The UCTM has integrated signal acquisition and conditioning functions.  It has eight slots for 

analogue MCI, RMS, or TOP state modules.  It has one interface with the 1553 buses, other 
possible interfaces with RS422 links, and three “Cannes” PCM buses. 
This unit has the capability to reconstruct measurements offline.  It integrates 16 possible 
formats triggered by commands transmitted by the CPU on the 1553 buses. 
 The signal acquisition and conditioning units (UCAT) have four slots for MCI, RMS or TOP 

modules.  They make parameters available on the Cannes PCM bus on command from the 
Telemetry CPU.  Each UCAT can serve as a relay for the Cannes PCM bus. 



 
UCTM Diagram 

 
 

 
 

General view of the UCTM  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mass:             ≤  13 kg 
Dimensions:   312 × 255 × 115 mm 
Power supply  ≈ 150 W 
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The MCI modules are the heart of the UCTM and UCAT system for analogue measurement channel 
acquisitions.  These modules can perform signal acquisition and conditioning for transducers: 
 
• Voltage or current source:  Each channel of a unit is associated with a current or voltage source, 

the value of which can be programmed by format or sequence.  This source can be used to supply 
a sensor or, more generally, a load. 

• Bridges:  Each channel of a unit is associated with a 3-arm bridge for measuring resistance by a 
three-wire circuit.  This bridge is supplied by the channel current source.  The user can program 
the bridge measurement range by format or sequence. 

 
Block diagram of an MCI module channel 
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EXAMPLES OF SENSORS USED 
 

Type of sensor Interface with MCI module 
Absolute pressure  Gauge bridge transducer, programmed regulated power 

supply, digital filtering and possibly digital zoom and shift. 
Differential pressure Built-in electronic sensor. 
Rapidly varying pressure  Piezo-electric transducer supplied with programmed 

current, integrated coupling capacity, digital filtering 
Temperature by platinum 
probe 

100 Ω, 200 Ω or 1 000 Ω platinum probe, integrated signal 
conditioner, Wheatstone type bridge with line impedance 
compensation (3-wire circuit) or calibrated and integrated 
current supply (4-wire circuit). 

Temperature and heat flux 
by thermocouple 

Type E, K or S thermocouple, reference J-box. 

Vibration or shock Piezo-electric transducer with built-in load amplifier; 
programmed current supply; integrated coupling capacity; 
digital filtering; and, possibly, integrated RMS signal 
conditioner. 

Acoustic noise Piezo-electric transducer, load amplifier, integrated RMS 
signal conditioner. 

Stress Stress gauge, integrated conditioner, Wheatstone bridge 
with line impedance compensation. 

Linear or angular 
displacement 

Potentiometer, regulated voltage supply, programmed at 
5 V. 

Position Optical transducer, regulated voltage supply, programmed 
at 5 V. 

Level Capacitance gauge, specific signal conditioner. 
 
 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
EADS-LV has chosen a modular telemetry channel architecture common to all its space launch 
vehicles.  The modularity of the telemetry and validation equipment offers great flexibility of use 
while helping to control costs, architecture design time, and equipment development control. 
This option thus helps improve launch vehicle efficiency and cost. 
 




